
Our growing company is looking for a senior network. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior network

Mentor other engineers in best practices for network architecture, design and
engineering
Reviews the design and implementation of architecture components and map
them to the long term vision
Develop and maintain relationships with EA IT Service Lines Leaders and
Development Studio partners & Stakeholders to ensure their infrastructure
expectations are being met and priorities are set at the appropriate levels
Effectively advocating for the necessary business investments to support
network advancements and CSI
Design, deploy, monitor and troubleshoot wireless networks
Participate in pre-installation site surveys, AP installation and selection and
post-installations surveys
Regularly work with telecommunications companies to order new services,
open repair tickets and monitor PSTN and WAN / MAN services
Prepare and regularly update network documentation and records including
network maps, IPAM, authentication and security information and Layer 2 / 3
outlines and design information
Identify required voice and data equipment, software and services
Manage and monitor equipment contracts and maintain regular and update
inventory lists

Qualifications for senior network

Example of Senior Network Job Description
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The day to day resolution of events, Incidents, Problems and complex
changes within the Barclays network estate
High priority Incident diagnosis
Problem Management Root Cause Analysis and identification of options for
permanent fixes
Seek to enhance and update their technical capability in line with current
technology trends
Engage 3rd line support in line with agreed processes
Proactively manage and own the Barclays network estate using various
monitoring tools (spectrum,,BBNA, NetQoS ) to provide the 2nd/3rd line
support capability for their area of expertise


